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Wrong. This may be the quickest way to end a relationship
before it even starts. Growing your list organically via
single or double opt-in forms are the foundation of a healthy
email list AND relationship.
If you cut corners and purchase a list or send to people who
haven’t opted in, you’re spamming them, plain and simple. By
purchasing a list, you run the risk of emailing a number of
unqualified leads, or even worse… fake and malicious email
addresses.
When deciding how to organically build your list, marketers go
back and forth between the single or double opt-in methods.
Personally, we love our email subscribers and want to ensure
they love us back. That’s why we practice the double opt-in
method in our lead generation efforts. And, feelings aside,
MailChimp tested this theory and found double opt-ins improved
their email stats.
To do this, MailChimp took a random sample of 30,000 users in
their database who’d sent at least 10 campaigns to see if the
double opt-in method improved their email marketing stats.
Ignore the power of a good wingman
When it comes to effective email marketing, an ESP must come

in between you and your new subscriber if you ever want the
relationship to grow.
Ways ESPs optimize your email efforts:
Allow personalization on a mass level
Provide detailed reporting
Offer pre-made responsive templates and creative
Enhance delivery
An ESP has employees dedicated to staying up to date on the
latest CAN-SPAM laws, going toe-to-toe with ISPs and helping
maintain your sender reputation and inbox placement. More than
saving you a headache, ESPs help your bottom line across the
board. MailChimp, a popular ESP we just mentioned, documented
how one email sender, Photojojo, switched to MailChimp from
their in-house solution and saw fantastic results.
Don’t think of an ESP as cramping your style, think of ‘em
like the email guru you need so you can form a deep bond with
your new lead.
Show up looking like a hot mess
Sending an email that looks terrible on the mobile device or
email client your new subscriber is using is the equivalent of
showing up to a first date with ratted hair or wearing
sweatpants. Whether it’s your first email to a new lead or an
email you’re sending to your client of five years, sending a
broken email can be devastating to your ROI.
And don’t fool yourself into believing that popping off a
quick test to your iPhone or Gmail inbox will do the job; it
won’t. That’s because every email client’s rendering engine is
NOT created equal.
Almost every email client displays HTML differently because
each client has its own unique way of interpreting your HTML.
That is why your HTML code can get all messed up in some email

clients like Outlook even though that very same code looks
like pixel perfection in another inbox.
Below is proof that even bigwigs like Google sometimes fail to
properly test their email, and the results can be ugly.
Instead of manually testing your email in hundreds of clients
and devices before each send, try the most cost-effective and
quickest way to test your email. Get access to unlimited
email, web page and spam testing so you can send with absolute
confidence, free for 7 days.
Pass on the tab for the first date
Just because someone gave you their email for a free download
or signed up to get your newsletter does NOT mean you should
respond immediately with a hard sale. You have to court your
new leads and show them the value of your product before
asking them to take out their checkbook!
The most effective way to nurture new leads is through a drip
campaign. Drip campaigns are automated emails, triggered by a
certain action (i.e. downloaded guides or browsing actions),
that are sent to the lead at the right moment to move them
through the sales cycle.
Automation, as seen in drip nurturing campaigns, is the best
and easiest way to send timely, relevant emails to your
subscribers. It’s also worth your while, as automated emails
get 119% higher click rates than broadcast emails. In the end,
you’re going to have to build the relationship by sending
valuable content over a period of time before you can expect
them to shell out any dollars.
Stay top of mind, ALL of the time
No one likes a stage five clinger. Once you capture a new
email address, you’re bound to lose it if you start flooding
the inbox. So how often should you email your list? There

isn’t an easy answer to that question, but there are some
rules to follow to ensure you aren’t an over- or underwhelming
sender.
First, take a hint from your peers. The DMA’s National Email
Client Report 2015 found that over the past three years,
companies were contacting individuals less. The research
highlighted that 21% of companies send 4-5 emails a month to
their contacts, so use that as a baseline for sending
frequency.
Another way to send just the right amount of email to your
members is by letting them choose how often you email them via
a preference center. Bonobos did a fantastic job of letting
their subscribers edit their preference center to ensure they
are sending just the right amount of email.
Let the subscriber take the lead when it comes to how much
they want to hear from you. Even if it’s only once a month,
don’t take it personally, at least they’re still *somewhat*
into you.
Call them by someone else’s name to make them insanely jealous
A personalization mishap, like inserting the wrong recipients
name via a merge tag, can be a costly mistake.
The lesson here is if you’re going to use merge tags to
personalize your messaging (which we highly recommend you do),
make sure your merge tags are pulling the correct data.
Also, have a contingency plan for what happens if that data
does not exist. If you never collected data in the column the
merge tag is pulling from, have it insert “reader” or “friend”
so it reads, “Dear reader,” and not “Dear .”
Don’t let the fear of making a mishap with merge tags stop you
from leveraging this strategy, though. According to the
Experian, personalized promotional emails were shown to

lift transaction rates and revenue six times higher than nonpersonalized emails. The study also found that personalized
subject lines delivered a 26% higher open rate overall.
Go BIG, every time you contact them
Anything to get their attention, right? How about we dial it
back a notch. Overhyping or misrepresenting what’s inside your
email in the subject line is what we call clickbait.
A Return Path study of more than 9 million emails found that
emails with clickbait-like words in the subject line had lower
read rates compared to emails with similar content that
avoided clickbait words.
For example, the use of “Secret of” resulted in an 8.69%
decrease in read rates compared to messages containing similar
content sent under different subject lines. The word
“shocking” accompanied a 1.22% decrease in read rates as well.
Besides underperforming, clickbait subject lines also destroy
the trust between you and your new lead. Even if this tactic
feels like an easy way to get an open, remember that it may
just as easily result in an unsubscribe.
Now that you know what to avoid, check out these 5 tips to
create compelling subject lines to get your creative juices
flowing.
Make it impossible to dump you
If someone wants to end the relationship; let them. It’s
better for both of you in the long run. If you make a teeny,
tiny unsubscribe button that’s hard for your reader to find,
they’re more likely to mark you as spam rather than take the
time to locate the link.
Take a look at Netflix’s email below. That camouflaged
unsubscribe link makes a delete or spam tag more likely than
an unsubscribe.

Remember that you don’t want someone on your list that doesn’t
want to hear from you. The more engaged subscribers you have
on your list (read: people that ACTUALLY are interested in
your service), the better engagement, opens and click through
rates you will have!
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